Internship in Valencia, Spain

We are a school from Valencia, Spain. We teach compulsory secondary education, high school and vocational training branches.

We offer the possibility to do Internship in our school.

The main tasks for the internship student will be the ones of an assistant teacher, that is is, helping CLIL teachers in class, developing CLIL materials with teachers, as well as helping ESL teachers in class.

We require C2 certificate level in English.

As this post does not have any financial compensation, it would be advisable that the student received a grant from the University or an Erasmus one. We will sign all the documents needed. In case the student needed it, we would be glad to help to find accommodation and everything necessary.

The period of internship must be within October and May, we are totally flexible in the length and the period the student start the internship.

For more information write to:

Daniel Brigido Diego
dani.rascanya@gmail.com
Erasmus coordinator of IES Rascanya.